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the Latin pedigree is noble and distinct, striding across the
ages like a Roman road striding across the subject Mils.
Such an affiliation serves to align a hard-mouthed Consul
of the First Republic with emperors and popes. There is
room amongst its varied styles for trim Horatian odes and
Ciceronian periods and the grave processes of Thomist logic;
and Rome breathes through it in prose, in verse, in bronze
and marble, in law and government. Small wonder enter-
prising Frenchmen were quick to claim relationship. For
a set of ancestors like that was plainly worth a good price
at auction; and the legend of a Latin culture, of a tradition
that was somehow common to Italy and France, was good
for prestige. Perhaps it was the truth. At any rate, it
was extremely gratifying. Besides, it enabled one to confer
patents of nobility on likely proteges by discovering that
they were Latin too.
And that was how the great misnomer of Latin America
came into being.   For it was exquisitely tempting to extend
a gracious hand towards a modest young sub-continent and
call it Latin.   What gesture could have been more charming
on the part of an established, elder nation than this sudden
avowal of kinship ?   It was so winning and, without a touch
of condescension, so good for trade;  and eager lecturers
from the Sorbonne were a charming sight to see, as they
deliberately crossed the broad thoroughfare of the Western
Ocean to lift a courtly hat and greet a younger sister in the
great family of Rome.   But how much had Rome to say
to the formation of South America ?   How far was the
strange edifice of South American affairs raised on the four-
square foundation of Latin logic ?   At any rate, there were
few Frenchmen among its builders.   (The long breakwater
of Cherbourg recedes, and the hills of Normandy steal back
into the dusk behind us.)   Other republics owe their outline
to the Republic One and Indivisible.   But no student of
the Revolution would ever recognise its handiwork in
Argentina or the United States of Brazil.   Besides, the
main ingredients in the strange brew of South America

